TRUSTKEEPER PCI MANAGER: PCI MADE EASY
Trustwave’s TrustKeeper PCI Manager provides compliance validation services for merchants of all sizes and
types throughout the world, helping even the smallest merchants achieve and maintain PCI compliance.
Trustwave’s TrustKeeper PCI Manager features the industry’s first intelligent To Do List, to help merchants
accelerate and track their security efforts. The experience is simple and efficient, making compliance an
attainable goal for all merchants, regardless of their level of technical knowledge.

KEY FEATURES OF PCI MANAGER FOR MERCHANTS
PCI Wizard and To Do List
Trustwave’s intelligent PCI Wizard helps simplify the process, walking the merchant step-by-step through the
process for certifying PCI DSS compliance. The To Do List, the first of its kind in the industry, clearly and simply
tracks security gaps that need action.
TrustKeeper Agent
Included with TrustKeeper PCI Manager is access to the TrustKeeper Agent, Trustwave’s powerful compliance
monitoring and data discovery tool. With an easy two-minute download, TrustKeeper Agent jumpstarts a
merchant’s compliance efforts, and monitors compliance over time. Once installed, the Agent acts as a
―beaconing‖ device—sending back information on the system on which it is installed. The Agent provides
several benefits once installed, such as effortless scanning of remote locations that use dynamic IP addresses.
Online Education
TrustKeeper PCI Manager’s self-guided educational tools break down each step of the compliance process.
 Security Awareness Training – Online Modules available for a variety of businesses and employee
roles PCI Assistant – Online guided tutorial, self-directed modules
 Online FAQ – Offers the answers to common questions and concerns
Security Policy Advisor
All users have access to Trustwave’s Security Policy Advisor, a set of templates and guides to help merchants
certify with specific PCI requirements around documented procedures.
Vulnerability Scan Management
For those merchants required to perform scanning of their card-processing environment, TrustKeeper’s scan
engine is integrated into the process. An easy-to-use wizard facilitates scan set up and management, and scan
reports are easy to digest and address.
Trusted Commerce and Certification
Compliant merchants can display the Trusted Commerce site seal on their e-commerce or marketing Web site
to assure their customers of the security of their operations. A printable PDF Certificate of Compliance is also
available within TrustKeeper for merchants to print and display, or share with their sponsor bank.
TrustKeeper Kiosk
This unique feature of TrustKeeper provides merchants access to the security products and solutions they
need when they are addressing specific security tasks within TrustKeeper.

BENEFITS




Simplifies compliance with the To-Do List to track your security gaps and tasks for PCI compliance.
The greatest value in a comprehensive tool to address multiple PCI Compliance needs in a single solution.
A personalized PCI compliance process that removes the complexities and allows you to focus on just the
tasks that are relevant to your specific business environment.

